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1THE PROBLEM: EXTENDING FIRST
GRADE EXPERIENCE IK NUMBER.
GENERAL PURPOSE :
The general purpose of this thesis is to develop units
which will utilize to advantage the number experiences of first
grade children, to the exclusion of formal arithmetic* Infor-
mational attention to addition and subtraction forms, with no
i
drill, will serve as a course of study requirement.
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INTRODUCTION—
Practically every child upon entering school, whether
i from home or the kindergarten, has gained through experiences
:i
and association, some knowledge of counting number and money
values* By utilizing those experiences he is having, and has
had, in and out of school, can the first grade teacher lay a
jj
foundation of understanding and interpretation of number situa-
tions?
i
Does the informational unit, growing out of the actual
!l
experiences of the children lend itself, in reality, to the
number interests and experiences of first grade children?
j*
"Arithmetic should be taught when a child has need for
it and when he has the proper background of experience to
profit by it." 1 *
For many years educators have differed on the question
of when arithmetic should be introduced* On the one hand we
II
have those who believe that number work should be omitted dur-
li
ing the first two years of school - that the child of six and
seven has no need for, or interest in, number work*
On the other hand are those who believe that children
of average ability have a natural interest in number even be-
fore they enter school* These educators would begin number
2
work in the first grade.
!i I i* * |
li
1. N.E.A, Dept, of Supt. Fourth Yearbook P. 174
2. Bildersee, Dorothy "Teaching the Primary Grades"
D. Appleton & Co.
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However, the proponents of this cause do not advocate
the teaching of formal arithmetic with drill in the first grade.
The conclusion drawn from the study of Joseph S. Taylor 1, was
that the omission of formal arithmetic during the first year of
school in no way retards pupils*
Because incidental teaching very often leads to no
teaching and precarious results, many educators are still of
the opinion that formal arithmetic should be begun in the first
2 .
grade. However, early instruction need not be formalized.
Arithmetic taught through actual experience is vibrant with
life and interest and need not be incidental, but systematical-
ly planned work utilizing the school and outside activities
which develop during the year.
"The first work in arithmetic is the organization of
experience.” 3. Can informational units - well planned - de-
veloping out of the actual experiences the child meets in every
day life, be the best way to fulfill this recommendation?
Work planned "with careful intelligent forethought” 4,
will not be guilty of being judged as "those chance bits of
knowledge and skill picked up out of a mass of experience.
Rather, by giving the child experience and understanding of the
situations he meets, we aid his mental growth which is very
1.
N.E.A. Dept, of Supt. Third Yearbook June, 1926 P. 38
2.
Klapper,?aul "The Teaching of Arithmetic” D. Appleton & Co*
1916 P. 42
3.
N.E.A. Dept, of Supt. Third Yearbook June, 1926 P. 107
4.
Annie Moore "The Primary School” P. 282
5.
Annie Moore "The Primary School” P. 281
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important in the study of arithmetic.'5'*
Survey^* and experiment * have shown that children do
use and do have a need for number at the time they are begin-
ning school life. The chapter on survey will show some of the !
i i|
uses for number a normal first grade in a city school has.
Since this knowledge has been acquired before the child
has been formally taught, does it not seem economy to utilize
this experience basis from the very beginning of Grade One?
I,
Primary arithmetic has not profited so much by revised
1
arithmetic curriculums. Yet the primary children are more de-
pendent than the older children upon the present utilization of
partly formed skills as opportunity offers in school and home
life.
»
Formal number work as such, is not recommended for
Grades One and Two. This does not mean however that no pro-
vision is made for number experiences for these grades.
Jones and Buckley,^* in "Arithmetic Activities" say,
"Skills are more thoroughly retained and have more meaning when
acquired through a real need. These develop constantly as an
activity progresses."
Therefore, through experiences and training secured in
school, children are enabled and encouraged to participate in-
telligently in home and community affairs in which heretofore
1.
C.Washbume Journal of Ed. Research March, 1931 - P. 229
2.
Wilson, New Standards in Arithmetic Journal of Ed. Research
Dec. 1930
3.
Experiment at Lawrence - Thesis by Quattlander, E.
4.
Jones & Buckley, "Arithmetic Activities" Cleveland Board
of Education, 1931 IB & 1A Activities
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they have been mere onlookers or dependents.
The units in this thesis are based on experimental
knowledge of what young children can do, what they like to do,
and what they actually do in their daily lives. In arithmetic
"we are now reasonably sure that the general need and the local
need are so nearly identical, as to give no cause for concern,
as long as there is good teaching with the use of meaningful
material of present and practical value, and of local utility.
By taking cognizance of the every day activities of
children is the teacher provided with ample material for a full
worthwhile activity?
The units in this thesis demonstrate how a program us-
ing the experiences of children, building up experiences and
understanding, and making use of life situations involving
number, was carried out with an unselected group of first grade
children living in a congested district of the City of Boston.
Thirty nine of these children come from homes where a foreign
language is spoken at least part of the time.
l.N.E.A. Dept, of Supt. Third Yearbook June, 1926 P. 109
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CHAPTER I.
CLASS SURVEY
An entirely sufficient reason for teaching arithmetic in
the first grade, is the fact that pupils in the first grade ac-
tually do use arithmetic in every day life. Some of these uses
are
:
Cost of candy and low priced toys as bought in
neighborhood variety stores and the Five and
Ten Cent Stores, and the purchase of one or
more of these,
Valu.es of nickel and dime.
Finding page numbers.
Relation of number words to number symbols and
A
the concept of these.
Counting in many instances as in dancing and
various exercises.
Age.
Numbers of houses.
Many experiences present themselves and are of interest
to the children in their school life as:
Number of days he goes to school each week.
Number of desks in a row and which desk is his.
Number of rows in a room and which row he sits
in.
Number of children needed for various games or
dramatizations
,
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Number of children. in a group and number of
chairs needed for that group with double
row arrangement. (Illustrated by Unit -
’’Chair-Fixers" - Page 64).
Interest in his own weight and note of gain.
Can the first grade teacher utilize experiences such as
these in the form of units of work, the subject matter of which
will cover course of study requirements?
"Knowledge to be real, must be founded upon actual ex-
periences of the individual learner. Knowledge to be retained
must be given an opportunity for use." 1. How different this is
from the older view, "arithmetic for arithmetic sake regardless
of the needs of life." The processes which life requires and
offers, and having arithmetic provide a tool that can be used in
the figuring involved in the common affairs of life form a
basis in the new curriculum developed by numerous investiga-
o
tors. * Those matters which actually function in the lives of
men and women must be recognized. Dr. Wilson * in his writ-
ings and courses advocates the survey method of determining
the useful material in arithmetic.
A survey of the class of forty-two with which this
thesis is concerned, was made from time to time during the year.
In September attention was given to the subject of counting.
1. Stone "How to Teach Primary Number" Page 3
2. Wilson, G.M.
Woody
Wise
Washburne
5. Dr. Guy M. Wilson - Boston University.
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It was discovered that the range in abstract counting ran from
four to one hundred, that of concrete from zero to forty-nine.
The Chronological Age of these children ranged, on Sept. 1,
from four years, i eight months, to seven years, one month. The
Mental Age ranged from four years, nine months, to seven years,
six months.
Before the beginning of teaching of number, eight chil-
dren knew the names of the number symbols 1-9. Every child
in the class had had the experience of shopping, either alone
or with an older child or parent.
METHOD OF SURVEY ;
Because children are great followers of the leader,
questions were asked at odd intervals over a period of several
weeks. These odd intervals were at dressing time, before
school, during short rest periods. We called them private
conferences and the answers of one child were not known by the
others.
MODE OF QUESTION :
Did you do any errands for your mother today?
What did you buy?
Did you ever buy a loaf of bread for mother?
How much did you have to pay for it?
Do you drink milk? Y/here do you get the milk?
How much do you have to pay for a quart of milk?
The following tables show the result of the survey as
well as the mental and chronological age status of the group.
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TABLE I.
PRE-FIRST GRADE KNOWLEDGE
Chrono- Mental Ability to Count Recognition
logical Age to 10 of
Age
Sept. 1 Sept.
1
Abstractly Concretely Number Symbols
Came 11a 6-5 5-2 1-10 1-6 1-4-5
Josephine 7-1 5-10 1-10 1-10 1-2-3 -4 -5 -6 -7 -8-9
Elmer 5-8 4-9 1-6 1-6 1-3
Helen U. 6-7 6-1 1-10 1-10 1-6
Elena 5-6 5-2 1-10 1-10 1-7
Arthur 5-5 5-3 1-10 1-4 1-3-4
Robert M. 5-7 5-5 1-10 1-10 1
Arnold 6-5 6-3 1-10 1-10 1-2-3-4-5-6-7 -8-9
Elvira 6-1 6-1 1-10 1-10 1 -2-3-4
Charlotte 5-9 5-9 1-10 1-10 1-2-3-4 -5-7-8
Carmel 4-9 4-11 1-4 1-4 1
i
Joseph W. 4-8 4-9 1-10 1-10 1-4
Harriet 5-1 5-3 1-10 1-10 1-2-3-4-5-9
Lillian 6-4 6-7 1-10 1-10 1-3-4-5-6
Helen H. 5-7 5-9 1-10 1-10 1
John R. 6-11 7-2 1-10 1-10 1-2-3-4 -5 -6 -7 -8-9
Robert L. 5-3 5-6 1-10 1-10 1
Kathryn 5-9 6-0 1-10 1-10 1
Samuel 5-11 6-3 1-10 1-10 1
Gloria 5-8 6-0 1-10 1-10 1-4
Estelle W. 5-2 5-7 1-10 1-10 1
Richard L, 5-7 6-2 1-10 1-10 1-2-3-4-5-6-7-8-9
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TABLE I. CONT'D
Chrono- Mental Ability to Count Recognition
logical
Age
Age to 10 of
Sept. 1 Sept .
1
Abstractly Concretely Number Symbols
Barbara 4-11 5-5 1-10 1-9 None
Prank M. 6-3 6-11 1-10 1-10 1-2-4-5
Joseph M. 5-7 6-2 1-10 1-10 1-3-4 -5
John G. 6-3 6-11 1-10 1-10 1-2-3-4-5
Richard M .5-3 5-11 1-10 1-10 1
Robert K. 5-10 6-9 1-10 1-10 1-2-3-4-5-7-9
Joan 5-10 6-10 1-10 1-10 1-2-3-4-5-6-7 -8-9
Ann 5-8 6-8 1-10 1-10 1-2-3-4-5-6-7 -8-9
Marie 4-10 5-10 1-10 1-10 1-6
Maureen 5-3 6-5 1-10 1-6 1-3-4
Courtland 5-3 6-5 1-10 1-10 1-3-4
Shelia 5-3 6-5 1-10 1-10 1-6
Leonard 4-9 5-10 1-10 — 1-2-3-4-8
Estelle F .5-9 7-1 1-10 1-10 1-2 -3-4 -5-6 -7 -8
Patricia 5-11 7-4 1-10 1-10 1-2-3-4-5-6-7-8-9
Frank 0. 5-3 6-7 1-10 1-4 1-6
Daniel 5-1 6-6 1-10 1-10 1-3
Jack 5-1 6-10 1-10 1-8 1-2-3-4 -5-6-7 -8-9
Herman 5-3 7-6 1-10 1-10 1-2-7
-9
SUMMARY
Total number of children with ability to
count abstractly to ten --------40
Total number of children with ability to
count concretely to ten --------32
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TABLE II.
COMPARISON OF SURVEY RESULTS OF OCTOBER AND MARCH
October March
Cost of loaf Cost of qt. Cost of loaf Cost of qt.
of bread of milk of bread of milk
Camella I don ’ t know I don’t know .12 .11
Josephine .10 I don ’ t know .12 .13
Elmer I don ’ t know I don’t know .10 .11
Helen V, I don ’ t know .25 .10 .12
Elena .10 .15 .12 .12
Arthur I don’t know I don’t know o 12 .12
Robert M. .16 I don ’ t know .12 .12
Arnold .12 I don ’ t know .11 .12
Elvira .10 I don’t know .10 .12
Charlotte .05 .05 .11 .12
Carmel I don ’ t know .05 .12 .10
Joseph W. I don ’ t know .15 .12 .15
Harriet I don’t know I don’t know .11 .12
Lillian I don ' t know I don ’ t know .12 .12
Helen H. I don’t know .20 .11 .12
John R 0 .07 I don ’ t know .12 .12
Robert L. I don ’ t know I don’t know .11 .12
Kathryn .10 .15 .11 .12
Samuel I don ’ t know I don ’ t know .11 .12
Gloria I don ’ t know I don’t know .12 .12
Estelle W. I don’t know I don ’ t know .10 .12
Richard L. .12 I don ’ t know .12 .12
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October
Cost of .loaf
of bread
TABLE II. CONT'D.
Cost of qt. Cost
of milk of
March
of loaf
bread
Cost of q
of milk
Barbara • 02 .50 .09 .12
Frank M. .10 I don't know .07 .12
Joseph M. I don' t know I don ’ t know .10 .12
John G. I don't know I don ’ t know .12 .12
Richard M. I don ' t know I don’t know .14 .12
Robert K. I don't know I don't know .12 .12
Joan • 11 .12 .12 & .08 .12
Ann .14 o 15 .14 .12
Marie I don’t know I don't know .10 .12
Maureen .06 .20 .12 .12
Courtland .07 .08 .12 .12
Sheila .12 .05 .11 .12
Leonard .13 .03 .12 .12
Estelle F. .05 .05 .11 .12
Patricia .06 .07 .10 .12
Frank 0. .10 I don ' t know .12 .12
Daniel .10 I don't know .10 .12
Jack I don't know .15 .10 .12
Herman .10 I don ' t know .12 .12
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EXPERIENCES WITH MONEY
In order to determine what experiences these first grade
children were having with money "Bookkeeping" was introduced*
Two children, a boy and a girl^ were chosen every two weeks, and
each child reported daily, when he entered school, any errands
he had performed, or any money he had spent, or had given to
him* Spelling blankbooks (4x6 inches in size) were used for
recording*
Eight children were never sent to the store at all, and
received money to spend very seldom.
Patty, a bright little girl of six contributed two
cents to the Red Cross. This was her only business experience
involving money. Her real experience and joy came when she
went to our toy store, and bought, and paid for, toys of her
own choosing. She hopes that she soon will be considered big
enough to go to the store for mother. Traffic conditions in
the vicinity are greatly responsible for Patty's plight.
Others are the smallest members of large families and
their services are not considered necessary* However, keen
interest in prices is taken as they accompany older sisters and
brothers to the stores.
The following are examples of those who had had the
most experience.
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EXPERIENCES WITH MONEY
DICKIE
Oct. 18 - milk .04
candy .01
candy .01
,Ue - Total
Oct. 19 _ milk .16
candy .03
.19 - Total
Changed nickel to buy candy -
Received .02 change
Oct. 20 _ paper .02
toys .01
.03 - Total
Changed dime tc buy paper
Received .08 change
Oct. 21 - paper .02
Changed nickel
Received .03 change
Oct. 25 milk .05
Oct. 26 - milk .15
.20 - Total for week
Oct. 26 - candy .05
Oct. 27 — candy .01
book .01
.02 - Total
Oct. 30 _ Bean
Blower .01
Nov. 1 _ milk .05
Nov. 2 - milk .15
.20 - Total for week
Nov. 1 - book .01
Nov. 3 — candy .01
Nov. 4 - candy .01
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EXPERIENCES WITH MONEY
ANNE
Oct. 18 - milk .20
lunches .50
.70 Total for week
Oct. 19 - toy .01
Oct. 20 - candy .01
Oct. 21 - Jack-O-
Lantera .05
.50 for self
Oct. 25 - lunches 1.00 - .50 for brother
1.00 Total
Oct. 25 - milk Paid with quarter - Change .05
Oct. 26 - candy .01
Oct. 27 - candy .01
Oct. 29 - candy .01
Nov. 1 - milk .20 Quarter - change .05
Brother' s
milk .20
.50 for self
lunches 1.00 - .50 for brother
1.00 Total
Nov. 2 - candy .01
Nov. 5 - candy .01
Nov. 4 _ raisins .01
The "lunch item" recurred every Monday morning
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EXPERIENCES WITH MONEY
LEONARD
Nov. 1 - milk .20 - 2 dimes
Nov. 3 - lollipop .01
Nov. 4 - pencil
sharpener .01
Nov. 5 - paper pad .01
Nov. 8 - milk .16 - 2 dimes.
Nov. 10 gum .01
Nov. 12 crackers .01
Nov. 15 milk .15
Nov. 16 milk .05
.20 - Total
Nov. 17 eraser .01
Nov. 18 pencil .01
Nov. 19 picture
cards .01
change .04
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EXPERIENCES WITH MONEY
JOSEPH W.
Feb. 7 - crackers too• change from nickel .02
Feb. 8 - crackers .02
Feb. 9 - crackers .02 change from nickel .03
Feb. 10 - tooth brush .05
crackers .01
Feb. 11 - valentines .03 - change from nickel .02
crackers .02 - from change of nickel
Feb. 14 - valentines .08 change from dime .02
crackers .02 from change of dime
Feb. 15 - crackers .01
Feb. 16 - crackers .01
Feb. 17 - cup cake .02
Feb. 18 - cup cake .02
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EXPERIENCES WITH MONEY
JOAN
Oct. 28 - milk for mother .31
bread for mother .12
Nov. 1 - 3 rolls .06
Nov. 2 - 3 rolls .06
Nov. 3 - 3 rolls .06
This was Joan’s errand every morning
before breakfast. Over a period of
two weeks
,
Joan reported this errand
daily.
Nov. 8 - milk .16
4 nickels - change .04
Nov. 15 - milk .20
2 dimes
s .
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APRIL SURVEY
In the month of April the following questionaire was
given to the class. Forty two children were questioned. The
content of the questionaire has been taken from the actual ex-
periences of the class. Situations involving all arose either
incidentally or through planned units.
Forty two children were questioned. Total number of
children answer-
ing correctly.
1. How many clothes pins in a doz? ----------- 34
2. How many in half a dozen? -------------- 33
3. How much do we pay for a stamp in sending a
letter in Boston? ---------------- 40
4. How much do we pay for a stamp to send a letter
to New York? ------------------ 32
5. How many days in a week? -------------- 40
6. How many days do we go to school in a week? ----- 40
7* How many cents in a nickel? ------------- 42
9
8. How many cents in a dime. -------------- 42
9. How many cents in a quarter? ------------ 19
10. How much does a daily paper cost? ---------- 40
11. How much does a Sunday paper cost? --------- 31
912. How much does it cost to go on a bus; -------- 25
13. How much money is two dimes/- ------------ 28
14. How much money is four nickels - 18
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Situations involving the content of the questionaire.
Questions *
1. --------- Grocery Store.
2 • --------- Each of us bought l/2 doz. candy Easter
eggs at our store.
3. --------- We had occasion to send a "Thank You" note
to a friend. One child accompanied the
author to the neighborhood Post Office,
purchased a stamp, put it on the letter
and dropped it into the box. He re-
ported in full to the class. This led
H*
'
—
to further discussion on the prices of
stamps and distances.
5 and 6 ------ This is met in several reading books.
7-8-9 ----- Toy Store Activities.
10 and 11 ----- Paper boy unit.
12 ---------A group of nine had occasion to go on a
bus trip. Each paid his own fare. A
full report was given to the class.
13 and 14 ----- Met weekly, when payment for milk was due.
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SUMMARY OF SURVEY,
In September and October the response to questioning was
very unsatisfactory as to results* Costs of everyday commodi-
ties and familiar purchases such as newspapers had never been
given any thought* However the survey served as an incentive
and awakened in most of them an interest in money values*
I
Practically every day some child reported something of interest
that he had seen or experienced* "They 1 re selling aggies at
five for one cent over to Tom’s.” ”My uncle gave me a dime*
That's ten cents."
"If you get milk from the milkman it costs thirteen
cents. If you go to the store it costs only twelve cents."
In April when the grocery store (described on pages
50 - 58) was opened, the display of interest and intelligence
was far beyond expectations. These children were showing the
judgment sometimes not displayed by those much older.
The results of the survey given in April shows a de-
cided growth over that given during the early part of the year.
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CHAPTER II,
UNITS OF WORK
PREPARING THE CLASS
SEPTEMBER AND OCTOBER
"Most children learn to count in rote fashion before
they enter school, but it is a mistake to suppose that, because
a child can say one, two, three, he has clear concepts of the
numbers he is naming,
The first two months was spent in gaining concepts of
numbers already familiar to most normal first grade children,
I,e, 1 through 10, The most effective way found by the author
was to use the children themselves and the tools with which
they were becoming very familiar - books, pencils, desks,
chairs, erasers, chalk.
PROCEDURE ;
One child is called to the front of the class. The
class is asked, "How many boys (or girls, as the case may be)
have I up here with me?"
The answer is readily given - "One",
A book is then given to this same child and the ques-
tion asked, "How many books did I give John?"
The answer is again readily given - "One",
The action is repeated with several articles, pencil,
ball, chalk, bean bag, piece of paper and eraser. The
l.Roantree and Taylor "An Arithmetic for Teacher" Chapter I.
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question is carefully asked and answered each time by a differ-
ent child in the class.
The teacher then repeats her questions in the following
way:
"How many boys did you say? How many balls did you
say? You say "one" . I can say "one", Anne, let me hear
you say "one”. Harriet, you say "one”. Estelle, you say
"one”. We can hear each other say "one”. Now let us see how
the chalk says "one”. ”1" is written on the blackboard. Sev-
eral children are then chosen to make the chalk say "l” on the
blackboard.
Practically all the children recognized ”1” before this
lesson, yet the author feels that it is necessary to go into
detail from the very beginning, presupposing that many have re-
ceived incorrect incidental knowledge.
Each day the next number in sequence through ten was
worked out in the same manner. Each day the work of the pre-
vious days was reviewed. At the end of ten days, all ten
numbers had been presented and were in a conspicuous place on
the blackboard for reference.
Repetition of the development of the numbers beyond
four, was necessary for the next two weeks.
Jingles involving number sequence supplemented this
work.
Samples of these are as follows
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1. One, two, three, four, five
We’re very much alive.
Five, four, three, two, one
How we love to run.
This jingle is accompanied by action. Five children
are chosen. They stand in a line at the side of the room,
order each runs to the front as each number, in sequence, is
called. Likewise they run to their seats as the numbers are
called in reverse.
To the tune of ’’Ten Little Indians”
2. One little, two little,
three little children.
Four little, five little,
six little children.
Seven little, eight little,
nine little children.
Ten little boys and girls.
The procedure is the same as the first jingle except
that the reverse was not used. Simple little dramatizations
as
One, two.
How do you do?
Two children are designated by a tap or gesture and
stand answering:
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"We’re fine, thank you"
One, two, three.
Come to me.
One, two, three, four.
Go to the door.
The children designated do as the rhymes direct.
Within two weeks the brighter children knew which sym
bol fits any number occasion up to ten, and they had attained
meaning hitherto unknown to them. By November 1, the entire
class had a conception of all the numbers through ten, and as
sociated the ideas with the symbols which were conspicuously
placed, in sequence, on the blackboard.
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INSTANT RECOGNITION OF THE NUMBER SYMBOLS.
NOVEMBER
All children love to telephone* All do not have tele-
phones in their homes, but all do have association in some way.
Father has a telephone in his store. Auntie has a telephone,
and we go to the Drug Store to call her up. We have a tele-
phone in school.
Our telephone unit was a source of enjoyment throughout
the year.
Duplicate sets of cards containing four figures were
made. Toy telephones, one a French style, the other regular,
were used. One child, the operator, has a complete set of
cards. He sits at the telephone in one section of the room.
The other set of cards is distributed among members of the
class. The operator rings the bell, all is quiet, he calls a
number from a card as 3«5^2*7. The child holding the dupli-
cate goes to the other telephone, which is in the other corner
of the room, answers, announces his name and carries on a brief
conversation. English and number periods are thus combined.
Interest is keen and little children never seem to grow tired
of this little activity. Good clear speaking from otherwise
very shy youngsters makes this a doubly valuable device. Al-
though it was introduced in November, it was used to advantage
throughout the year.
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The following is a typical conversation which took place
soon after the Christinas Holidays.
Bell ringing
Joan - 3 - 2 - 6 - 4
Helen - Hello
Joan - Who is this?
Helen - This is Helen. Did you have a good
vacation?
Joan - Yes, I went to see my grandmother.
What did you do?
Helen - I did not go away, but I had a good
time. I went to the show one day
and it was very good.
Joan - C-oodby.
Helen - Goodby.
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ADDITION UNIT
THE TOY STORE
DECEMBER AND JANUARY
Three days a week were devoted to this unit* Approxi-
mately fifteen minutes covered each day T s work*
In preparation for this work, the author brought the
toys to school and prices were discussed. Some of the toys
were bought in the neighborhood variety store, and many of the
children knew the actual prices* The names and cost of the
toys were printed, large, on the blackboard -
DOLL - - - 2
TRUCK - --5
TOP - 2
STRING -------1
HORN --5
BABY DOLL - 5
Printing these on paper, in preparation for the posi-
tion of storekeeper, was excellent seat work. Neatness and
familiarity with words and number symbols were the aims of all,
for each and every one was most desirous of holding the posi-
tion.
An attractive desk pad for notes, with compartment for
pencil, was bought for ten cents. This was for the use of the
storekeeper only. N
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It was a profitable investment for it was a most worthy
incentive for carefulness and neatness*
Orange crates, painted by the children one Friday sifter-
noon served as shelves and show cases, as well as a cashier’s
desk. Two boxes were set against the wall, on our low reading
table. At the other end, set on a two foot by three foot piece
of fancy paper, was a display artistically arranged by the store
keeper of the day.
On the corkboard wall, back of the counter (reading
table), were tacked cards giving the description and prices of
some of our wares. An attractive sign designated to all, the
type of store we kept.
The arrangement:
TOY
STORE
big red balls
9
big dolls
8
little red balls
4
little dolls
1
trucks
5
baby dolls
5
Small letters were used because of familiarity with
these same phrases through our reading. On the board for re-
ference these same words were printed in capitals to facilitate
the printing on sales slips. No difficulty was met — the
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interest was so keen. Our store stock consisted of the follow-
ing list of toys with prices paid.
12 dolls .20
8 dolls ------ .20
4 horns ------.20
4 whistles ----- .10
8 balls ------ .40
3 balls ------. 30
agates ------ .05
4 tops and strings - .12
1 doll .10
5 dolls ------.25
4 trucks ------ .20
dolls furniture - .10
9 harmonicas - - - - .45
8 books ------* 40
calendars - - - - .43
ribbon for calendars. 20
4 banks ------ .20
4 dolls ------ . 20
$4.10
1 pad and pencil - - . 10
3 for .05
2 for .05
TOTAL $4.20
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Two little pockefrbooks were purchased in the Five and
Ten Cent Store, An assortment of change was put into each -
a nickel, a dime and ten pennies. We discussed the values of
the nickel and dime, before the store opened each day. Each
child who went to the store was permitted to purchase two arti-
cles, Any attempt to buy more than ten cents worth was thwart-
ed tactfully by the teacher. "Oh, John, wouldn’t you rather
have a truck?" seemed to suffice, and not disappoint, for we all
understood we were not buying for "keeps" until a later date.
At Christmas time each child was allowed to buy ten cents worth
for "keeps". Because of this outlook great care was taken of
all the toys. The mouthpieces of whistles, horns and harmoni-
cas were covered with paper. A little hygiene correlation en-
tered here. Hands were kept clean so as not to soil any of
the toys. We wished to keep them clean so that we could al-
ways buy brand new ones.
When the customer had selected his purchases, the store
keeper made out a slip and gave it to him. He took it to the
cashier who verified the total by referring to the blackboard.
Then the customer gave the correct money to the cashier. At
Doll 5
Truck 4
Check
first it was paid in pennies. Gradually a nickel was substi-
tuted for pennies. Occasionally a slow, shy child had to be
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encouraged to use the nickel. When the customer had offered
the correct amount to the cashier, she checked the slip. This
;
was then taken back to the storekeeper, who, after inspection,
i
gave the toys purchased to his customer. At first only two
jf
customers went to the store in one period, but at the end of
three weeks an average of five went.
As each new combination was met, the money was counted
out and the answer decided upon. Pennies were drawn on the
board so that all could see. The combinations were then
placed permanently for reference.
After this unit had been in progress for a week, the
author discovered that desks were being cluttered with slips of
paper taken from penny blocks. Also - children seemed to be
very busily occupied as soon as any assigned work was finished,
!j
and sometimes half-finished. Upon investigation, it was dis-
||
covered that they were engaged in using every scrap of paper,
and every spare moment, making sales slips. Thereafter, when
store opened for the day, and participators were chosen, each
child in his seat was given a piece of arithmetic paper -6x9
i which he folded and tore into four pieces. As purchases were
made, they made out duplicate slips. It was on the merits of
these slips that the storekeeper for the following day was
i chosen.
The following summary shows the number of times each of
twenty four combinations was met both by the storekeepers, and
I
|
by the class individuals during the month of December.
The unit was carried over into the month of January and
'I
I!
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continued for two weeks as the main unit* At the end of
this time all the addition combinations to ten, with the excep-
tion of zero combinations, had been met. The Game of Bean
Bags, description of which follows utilizes the knowledge
gained by this experiment.

SUMMARY OF DECEMBER EXPERIENCES
COMBINATIONS NUMBER OF TIMES
USED MET
BY CLASS
NUMBER OF TIMES
USED
BY INDIVIDUALS
OF THE CLASS
5
3 4 52
3
3
5 3 31
8
5
4 4 49
3
4
5 1 19
9
4
3
7
3
4
7
4
4
5
5
5
10
2
4
5
4
2
3
4
2
3
2
3
1
46
18
43
21
27
1
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SUMMARY OF DEC. EXPER. CONTINUED
COMBINATIONS NUMBER OF TIMES NUMEER OF TIMES
USED MET BY CLASS USED
BY INDIVIDUALS
OF THE CLASS
812 28
F
1
8 ! 1
F
5
2 3 13
7
2
5 1 13
7
3
2 1 12
F
2
3 1 1
5
511 22
6
3 20
1 9
2 11
-I I
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SUMMARY OP DEC. EXPER. CONTINUED
COMBINATIONS
USED
NUMBER OP TIMES
MET BY CLASS
NUMBER OF TIMES
USED
BY INDIVIDUALS
OF THE CLASS
3
1
4
1 13
1
9
10
1 2
2
8
10
1 1
7
3
10
1 1
TOTALS 24 47 454
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BEAN BAGS
JANUARY
Beginning the second week in January the game of ’’Bean
Bags” was introduced* Because of inclement weather, the recess
periods had to be spent in the classroom. The idea of a game
was received with enthusiasm. It was no less thrilling to be
able to find our scores in the game, from our ’’store slip" in-
formation.
Four blocks, each one foot square, were marked against
a wall. Four numbers, the sura of any two not to exceed ten,
were written in the squares as:
wall
The child at play stands about six feet away, at a de-
3 ignated spot, and throws two bean bags, * He notes the numbers
in the blocks, picks up the bean bags, hands them to the next
child and then proceeds to the blackboard to record his scores.
He then seeks his total score from our information board, and
records this in the proper place.
At the end of a fifteen minute recess period as many as
twenty-five children have had an opportunity to play, and every
child in the class had watched with keen interest and pleasure.
Who had the highest scores?
The scores were recorded in blocks previously marked
1. Aim: To have bags thrown to separate blocks.
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off and headed by the names of the players* Familiarity with
their names written in script form was an advantage at this
time.
The board was marked and scores recorded as follows:
John Frank Anne Marie Samuel
6 2 3~T 6 2
2 3 3 4 6
3 5 6 10 8
When a child had difficulty in finding his total score,
one of the children not scheduled to play helped him by suggest-
ing the section of the board where he would find the answer,
and, as a last resort, he would point to the answer and read
the combination. We called these children ’’teacher assis-
tants”.
At this time, correlation of combinations was noted.
Two and four made six, and four and two made six. We tried
the different combinations with money, with pencils, with books
and with chairs, and decided it was true in every instance.
After three weeks, many of the total scores were spon-
taneous, After having had the addition combinations only
since the first of December, one hundred percent accuracy in
the recording of scores and in the making of sales slips had
been attained by the entire class. No child attempted to
write what he could not verify on the reference board.
By the middle of February the brightest children of the
class were making their own games using larger numbers than
were provided, and each asking that his high scores be given
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recognition on a reference board, -- A distinct corner
using yellow chalk so as not to confuse the more normal and
slower children, wa3 given over to these children and at the
time of February vacation the following were recorded
11 11 8 4 16
6 5 7 9 4
17 Ts 15 13 30
On the following page are the results of three weeks of
"Bean Bags" showing the frequency of use of the combinations
and the number of children involved.
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SUBTRACTION UNITS
THE TOY STORE
FEBRUARY AND MARCH
Once again, in a little different manner, the toy store
was utilized. Twelve little dolls which we had been selling
at one cent each were put up for sale. This was to be a '’Doll
Sale” and the storekeeper should ’’sell out". Twelve children
each were given two cents, and were told they each could buy one
doll. No slips were made out, but the storekeeper tallied at
the end of the sale. He had twelve dolls. At the end of the
sale he had twelve cents - "one for one” being very well under-
stood, he was sure of his results.
Each of the twelve customers had started with two cents.
Each bought a doll for one cent. Each had one cent left.
The author then explained that there was a "grown-up"
way of showing this story.
Twelve spaces were marked out on the blackboard. Each
little customer had a space allotted to him. The procedure
was as follows
:
Teacher: "Elena this is your space. Hew much
money have you?"
Elena: "Two cents".
Teacher: "Let me write a "2" in your space so
we shall be sure to remember how
much you had. Show us your two
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Teacher
:
Teacher:
Elena:
Teacher:
Elena:
Teacher:
cents"
.
Elena shows her money to the class.
"Now you may go to the store and buy
a little dolly. I heard they are
having a sale there".
Elena returns with the dolly.
"How pretty she isJ How much did you
pay for her?"
"One cent".
Now I’m going to show you an easy way
to write "spent one cent".
2 already in space
-1 spent one cent
The minus sign was made as the word
"spent" was said.
Teacher writes " -1 " under the "2".
Pointing to figures the story is re-
viewed - "Elena had two cents. She
went to the store. She spent one
cent. Now Elena have you any money
left?"
"Yes, I have one cent left".
Now where do you think we could write
down how much Elena has left?"
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Familiarity with the addition form simplified this step.
Immediately one child suggested that we draw a line and put the
amount left under the line.
2
This was done and with this form before us we re-
1
viewed what had taken place. The storekeeper had taken one
cent from two cents, leaving one cent, the author pointing to
the form in order - "one (subtrahand) from (minus sign)
two (minuend), leaves (line) one (remainder)".
Each of the eleven went to the store and made his pur-
chase* The result was then, with comments on what actually
took place, written on the blackboard.
2
Twelve times the combination -1 appeared.
1
The author chose small amounts to begin with so that a
large number of children might participate during a fifteen
minute period. No time needed to be spent in counting which
they already knew. Full time was given to the concept of sub-
traction.
On the second day, the first child who went to the store
made the same purchase as the children of the day before. On
the second day three cents was used. A sale of tops, at two
cents, was held. The same procedure was carried out. On the
third day five cents was used. A three cent sale including
articles for boys and girls was held.
At this time we decided to have a reference space for
our new ’’business" • The concept of subtraction presented no
difficulties. From this time on the procedure changed.
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Instead of all customers starting with and spending the same
amounts three children were given four cents, six cents, and
eight cents respectively.
The child with four cents went to buy a top and string*
The child with six cents bought a book* He spent four
The child with eight cents spent five cents for a truck.
Our reference board now boasted of the following:
Three sales were made each morning until all the com-
binations through "ten from ten" had been met and understood*
The time required was less than ten minutes daily after the
first week. The unit continued until April 1.
The storekeeper was now keeping a record of his sales
and with the aid of counting his total receipts, was doing
simple column addition*
top 3
book 4
doll 1
8
The store was especially adapted to an understanding of
the zero in subtraction. One day each week several children
went to the store with a specified amount of money* The store
was closed* They spent no money. They had left just what
He spent three cents*
cents
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they started with*
Several supplementary subtraction units were interwoven
with the store unit in order to avoid the possibility of monot-
ony, and to provide new experiences* Two of these
"The Quints" and "Paper Boy" which proved most interesting to
the class, follow.
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THE QUINTS.
Of never ending interest to First Graders are the famous
quintuplets. The class had been presented with a new book for
the library. It was the story of the quintuplets. The read-
ing of this story suggested "The Play of Quints", adapted from
"The Chickadees".
The five "quints" (girls, to be more real) sit on news-
papers in a semicircle in front of the class which recites:
Five little quintuplets
Sitting on the floor
One got up and ran away
Then there were four.
Four little quintuplets
Kneeling on one knee.
One went out to drink her milk.
Then there were three.
Three little quintuplets
Smiling up at you.
One went out to play a while,
Then there were two.
Two little quintuplets
Loved to run and run.
One got tired and went to bed.
Then there was one.
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One little quintuplet
Wanted to have fun.
She ran out with all the rest.
Then there was none.
The procedure of play was as follows:
u
Teacher: First we have the five quintuplets.
Let us give each one a name to make
»>
sure. Each child was then desig-
nated with the name of a quint.
Teacher: "Marie, Annette, Emilie, Yvonne and
Cecile, Yes, we have them all",
"Five little quintuplets
Sitting on the floor"
The five children sit,
"One got up" The first child gets up.
"And ran away" Same child runs away,
"And now we have four • Yes, Annette
ran away and now we have four left.
First we had five.
One got up and ran away,
i)
Now we have four left.
Each verse was likewise treated. Subtraction had al-
ready been introduced to the class and after slight suggestive
remarks about writing the story with numbers we developed the
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"Short Story" of the quints
5 4 3 2 1
-1 -1 -1 -1 -1¥3210
This was found to be a profitable relaxation period of
two or three minutes duration. An "honored" boy wrote the
"Short Story", as each play took place, on the blackboard. The
minus sign was made as the child left the group, the feeling of
subtraction, at that moment, seeming very real.
--
-
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” PAPER BOY”
In our ’’bookkeeping” it was noted that many of the
children purchased newspapers for Mother or Daddy. Many of
our boys eventually become newsboys. By calling out his
’’extras” much energy was worn off the active boy.
PROCEDURE: Nickels and dimes were distributed among six or
eight members of the class, during the absence of the paper boy.
He was then supplied with twenty five pennies for change pur-
poses and proceeded up and down the aisles calling:
"Papers - Globe, Herald, Post - Read all about
the new toy store in the Globe, Herald, Post".
or
"Read all about the big fire” on the morning
after a neighborhood fire.
I
His customers beckoned to him as he passed, asked for a
desired paper and proffered either a nickel or a dime. The
paper boy made change for the nickel or dime as the case may
10 5
be 0 -2 -2 thus become the child's own through actual
8 3
experience, while a good time was enjoyed by alio
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Grocery Store Is Now Open
I!
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THE GROCERY STORE
APRIL AND MAY
Ann had been out of school for two weeks. Daddy came
back with her, and before he spoke the author noticed that he
* L
was very much interested in our Store Corner* Then came "Oh,
so that’s it. We’ve had two weeks of store at our house. All
the groceries have been sold over and over to her mother and me.
I must tell you Ann has a good business head* We get so
1. Direct quotation.
S

surprised* Everything is just so* She just won’t take a
chance of making a mistake . Ann was then praised for her di-
ligence, and when Daddy had gone she proceeded to tell of her
activities* The class at once decided a "Grocery Store" was
just the thing to open next. For three days the arithmetic
period was spent in discussing what was sold in a grocery store.
Prices were very important — for we were to have a real store 0
It was at this stage that enthusiasm, interest and judgment ran
so high, that the author was amazed. Penny pads were once
more in evidence,
names and prices.
Some were going into the store and copying
Some compared the prices in one store with
the prices in another. The way in which commodities were sold
was also noticed.
Lists such as the following were brought in:
Mayonnaise - little -------10
Mayonnaise - big --------25
2
.
A can of Lion Milk - big - - - - 8
Gulden’s Mustard -------- 10
3.
Binso - big -----------22
Rinso - little --------- 09
Oral reports were a little more interesting.
"Carrots come by the bunch - 8 and 10 cents". "Clothes-
pins come by the dozen - two dozen for nine cents, in a box.
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at the corner store. In the store by my house you can buy
[three dozen for ten cents. That is better". "Spaghetti is
nine cents a pound loose - ten cents a package. It is better
to buy it loose. You save money". "Eggs are .40 a dozen -
j But I don't think we had better sell eggs. They break too
easy.
"
Most of the children reported on one article at a time,
and during the first week seven children went to the neighbor-
hood store and purchased for our store, the following articles.
1 package rinso ----- ,09
1 ivory soap ------ .06
;
1 octagon soap ----- .05
I
1 small jar mayonnaise - .10
1 can tomatoes ----- .07
1 can tomato paste - - - .05
1 jar jam-- - - -- - - .15
For all purchases, ten cents and less, a dime or two
nickels was given the purchasers. The correct change was
brought back and the transaction reported in each case.
Dickie had been sent to get a can of tomatoes, seen in
Ij the comer store window for nine cents. He came in, proudly
displaying his purchase. This is the same size as the one you
sent me for. I got it at the First National for seven cents,
so I have three cents change instead of one.
cents . T
I saved two

All errands were done at noon when the children went
home to lunch. We had no errors during the first week. As
the unit will be carried on through the month of May, practical-
ly every child will have the opportunity of being a "buyer 1’,
a "customer", a "cashier" and a "storekeeper".
Estelle P. sells Estelle W. buys
As a background, our shelves were well stocked with a
"Window Display" obtained from the First National Stores in
Somerville, and the "Model Store" obtained from the National
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Biscuit Co. in New York. These consist of empty package goods
of every description. They are sent on request of the teacher
and fascinate as well as interest the children.
PLAYING STORE PROCEDURE:
As in the Toy Store, real money was used. For the
first week the author played "mother". It is planned to trans-
fer this duty to a child when the store reopens after spring
vacation.
"Mother" sent her children to the store to buy a speci-
fied article. Sometimes the correct amount is given. No
change is brought back. On Page 58 is the summary showing the
exact amounts given, spent and brought back as change during
the first week’s work.
At this time a "new way" to write money was discovered.
1 cent can be written a short way - .01
ten cents can be written ----- ,10
fifteen cents can be written - - .15, etc.
The storekeeper in making out slips now writes the amount due
the cashier as
.08 : checked by the cashier
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Shelia pays the cashier
The cashier has now become a bookkeeper* When the cus-
tomer presents her with a sales slip and money, the cashier on
her "bookkeeping sheet" (8 x 10 arithmetic paper) records the
amount given as - 10
amount of sale
- ^8
2 amount of change to be given back

Each sale transaction is blocked off. At the end of
one period the bookkeeper’s sheet appeared as follows:
10 10
' 10 5 10 7
-8 -5 -9 -4 -10 -7
r
~
'
2 5
_
1 1 0 0
i
After one week, this unit was self -running. The mem-
bers of the class were now practicing bookkeeping while the
store was in progress. This keeps the whole class alert.
During the remainder of the unit each child will be given a
sheet of bookkeeping paper and will record as the cashier does.
Little whisperings pass along on the amounts given, and spent.
The change is found on our reference board. Speed, accuracy
and neatness seem to be the natural course for each to strive
for.
As each finishes, he looks up, sees others still work-
li
ing and sometimes steps over to show with pride what a good
'’bookkeeper” he is. At first some are slow and miss out on one
or two sales. However, as time goes they become more familiar
with the subtraction reference board and find the answers with
l
more assurance, and therefore more quickly.
As a final step in buying and selling, the purchase of
two articles will be attempted during the month of June. The
storekeeper will perform the addition. The cashier will
verify the addition and perform the su-btraction. The store-
keeper will verify the subtraction. The customer will verify
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the work of both the storekeeper and the cashier* Because of
the understanding already acquired, the author anticipates re-
sults similar to those already gained*
The summary of the first week’s work is as follows
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SUMMARY OF GROCERY STORE EXPERIENCES FOR CNE WEEK
APRIL 8 — April 14
COMBINATIONS MET
Total 5 5 6 7 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 11 14 15
No. of -4 -5 -6 -7 -4 -5 ^6 -7 -8 ^9 -10 -11 -14 -15
times
met - 35 11111535354113
Minuend - - - - amount given to child
Subtrahend - - amount spent - cost of purchase
Remainder - - - change received
The total number of combinations used was -------- 14
The total number of times used, representing the number
of children who participated as customers ------ 35
The number of children acting as storekeepers ------ 5
The number of children acting as cashiers -------- 5
Total number of children taking part actively in one
week ------------------------ 45
Customers

CHAPTER III.
INCIDENTAL ARITHMETIC
Incidental arithmetic is likely to mean "those chance
bits of knowledge and skill picked up out of a mass of experi
the teacher utilizes the immediate interests of her pupils in
any quantitative situation. Psychology teaches us that reten
tion of facts is longer and surer if real life situations are
the basis of work. With this in mind the author has utilized
every opportunity which was afforded her by the actual situa-
tions which arose during the course of a normal school year.
The descriptions of several of these situations are related in
the following pages.
Much can be gained through incidental arithmetic where
"The Primary School"
P. 281
Houghton Mifflen Co.
1923
1. Annie Moore
3*
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"ONE TO EIGHT”
NOVEMBER
The Feast of Chanukah, in the Jewish religion, is one
of great interest to little children because of the gift giv-
ing. It has come to correspond to the Christian Christmas in
this respect.
The class had just finished satisfactorily, the con-
cept of numbers 1-10 and the sequence of each number
two always comes after one — four always comes after three,
when this feast day occurred. It is the custom to light
candles during this feast, one the first day, two the second,
three the third day, and so on through eight on the eighth day.
Each one of the fourteen Jewish children kept account and re-
ported the following morning on the number of candles lighted
the night before. To make it the more interesting one little
boy was given the privilege of lighting the candles in his
home.
An appreciation for the beliefs of others was afforded
all. A few minutes of the character training period was well
spent each morning of the week of Chanukah.

"SHOE SHINE BOY11
NOVEMBER
Americo, an immigrant boy of twelve, had, very early,
learned the value of American money. He had launched on a
career as a bootblack. Many of our boys embark on this same
career even before they are of legal age. All — boys and
girls, were being instructed in the problem of neatness. There-
fore an avenue of interest had been opened up.
Each Friday afternoon Americo brought his shine box to
school. Each Friday, three children were chosen to get a
shine.
minutes
Child I paid a nickel for his shine.
Child II paid with a dime and received a nickel
in change.
Child III paid for his shine with five pennies,
taking them from a pocketbook contain-
ing about twelve pennies.
The time required for this little activity was fifteen
or a little less, never more.
We discussed the transactions as they took place.
One shine costs five cents.
A nickel is five cents.
Five pennies is just as much as a nickel.
If you give the boy a dime, he gives you back a nickel.
A dime is ten cents.
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In December, after we had had this little activity for
about three weeks, the number facts
5
±5
10
and
10
j-5
5
were added to our already growing informational center, the
blackboard* Here we recorded daily the transactions met in our
store unit, so that we would not have to spend the time in
"solving” again, that which we had already "solved”.
The author learned that by using the word "solve" in-
stead of "count”, when developing a number fact, the temptation
to count was eliminated.
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ORDINALS
JANUARY
The class is divided into three groups called —- Red
1.
Birds, Yellow Birds and Green Birds* The order in which they
come for group work is kept in rotation and therefore each
group has the opportunity of being the first class, second
class and third class* First, second and third have real
meanings*
This is our first introduction to ordinals and was not
started until the first of January*
Following this introduction the rows of the room were
called first to sixth, replacing Row one. Row two. Row three.
Row four. Row five. Row six* The order here, as in the groups
is rotated at dismissal time so that every child, at some time,
i
experiences being first, second, third, fourth, fifth and
sixth.
i
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1. Reading groups.
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"CHAIR-FIXERS"
JANUARY
Kindergarten chairs — used for group work must be ar-
ranged in order every morning* Seven chairs are placed in the
first row* Eight chairs are placed in the second row. Alto-
gether fifteen chairs are required for this section of the room
Weekly assignments to the position of ”chair fixer” firmly es-
tablishes the fact that 7 8 = 15, We placed this fact
upon the blackboard, but it was referred to only in the case of
those who had not already had a turn and were checking up on
the official in charge* It is not required in the first grade
course of study that any facts beyond ”10” be taught, but it
seems most wasteful not to utilize to advantage this daily ex-
perience.
The time required to check up on this knowledge gained,
is a fraction of a minute a day*
The number facts beyond ”10” were given a special re-
ference space, and were written with colored chalk, so that
there wa3 no waste of time or confusion when reference was ne-
cessary*
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"NOTHING AT ALL"
JANUARY
"The Very Big Basket" in the El3on Basic primer offers
a delightful opportunity to teach "o". Early in January the
highest group reached this stage in reading. The second group
was only two weeks behind and the third group about six weeks
behind the first group. Many children in the second and thiM 1
groups in reading are more mentally alert in number sense than
some of those in the first group. Therefore the opportunity
of teaching "o" to the entire class was taken. We used a
basket with nothing in it. Then we put objects in. First
one apple, then two apples, then no apples were put in. We
then made "stories" - 1 apple
2 apples
How could we make a story for no apples, using a number,;
i
was the next logical question, "o" was introduced. We then
counted the number of animals for whom the old woman in the
story would have to provide.
First she had 0 apples
0 cookies
0 nuts
She must have 5 apples
5 cookies
5 nuts
How many must she buy?
She must buy 5, because she has none, "o", nothing at
5
all. tO was presented as the grown-up way of writing "nothing
j!
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and five make five". The name "zero" was given to "o" but the
terms "nothing" and "none" were used so that the meaning might
better be preserved.
On the days following, before papers, pencils or books
were distributed, children were asked,
"How many books have you?" "None".
"How would you make a number for none?"
Child goes to blackboard and makes "o".
Then he is handed several to distribute to his group*
"How many have you now -- First you had none. Now you
4
have four. " -+0 " was presented. Likewise at every oppor-
tunity a situation involving none, then some, was noted* With-
in two weeks, all the combinations to ten had been met, the
forms introduced and placed on our reference board*
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"LILLIAN* S FAMILY"
FEBRUARY
6 t 2
2 + 6
8
8
8 + 2
2t8
10
10
These four facts are firmly established in the mind of
;
Lillian. When filling out cards for the Dental Clinic it is
necessary to state how many children there are in the family*
Because of its size the case of Lillian* s family was the most
Ji
^interesting. Lillian knew that there were eight children# As
a checkup she was asked the names# They were readily given
and it was agreed — there were eight# Now how many of these
were girls and how many of these were boys# This she also
knew. "We have six girls and two boys, six and two are eight".
The order was then reversed to two boys and six girls. Lillian
still has eight#
Then the question of the number of people in the family
presented itself# The parents added to the children, or the
children added to the parents gave Lillian two more very real
number facts#
Lillian’s explanation of the proud fact that she never
forgets
6+2 = 8
2+6 = 8
8 1 2 = 10
2 -r 8 = 10
is
:
"It’s my family".
'
= 3 8 8 - 5 6
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"THE DRUG STORE"
TOOTHBRUSH SALE
MARCH
It is the custom during dental clinic visits to induce
the children to have and use their own toothbrushes. The
school nurse obtains very nice brushes for five cents each, and
in turn, supplies each teacher with any desired amount.
Instead of just exchanging a toothbrush for a nickel,
when a child brought his money, his name was printed in the
customer’s column on six by nine plain paper. When three
children had applied we opened the Drug Store and with their
money (given back to them) they purchased from the clerk the
particular brushes they wished. The clerk noted the number of
brushes each bought and the price paid« The first sales sheet
appearing as follows:
Customers Brushes Cash
Joan
Anne
Herman
1
1
1
3
5
5
5
15
#
The figures were filled in by the clerk. She sold
three brushes and knew it. She also knew she had fifteen
cents in cash. With little discussion we knew that three
fives made fifteen and decided to keep a record of our drug
5
store business. The form x3 was given for the sake of
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joy and satisfaction and a corner of the room (corkboard - on
which cards can be tacked) set aside for this activity* Three
i; times we had sales of three brushes* Twice we had sales of
two brushes and one brush* Twice we had sales of five brushes.
, On one of these the slip was as follows:
Customers Brushes Cash
Lillian
Ina
Leonard
Marie
1
2
1
1
5
5
10
5
_5
25
if
No difficulty was met on the column addition and Anne
was quite thrilled with her experience as Drug Store clerk*
Prom the experience of solving three times five, she was ready
to tell us that five fives are twenty five* She had five
nickels, and a nickel is five cents — so she took in twenty
five cents in cash*
The school nurse became very much interested in our
work and so taught us how to make tooth powder* Most of the
children had no access to a cleansing product so we decided to
sell our tooth powder* Little chemistry vials were obtained,
filled with the powder, and sold for one cent each* Notmuch
number except counting was involved in these sales, for only
one vial could be sold to a child* On the second sale he must
bring back the vial to be refilled* However actual buying
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T
with their own money provided a worthwhile experience* They
felt money value, for they knew the work that was involved in
the making of the powder and filling of the vials. They also
knew that the materials involved had to be bought. The cost
of these was put on the blackboard. The total cost was fifty
four cents.
1 pound Chalk Precipitate .30
1 pound Bicarbonate of Soda .09
1 small bottle Oil of Wintergreen .15
The powders were sifted together several times. The
oil of wintergreen was added to small portions, several drops
to a cup of powder. This portion was then sifted again. The
measuring and proportioning were watched with keen interest.
Several requests for the recipe followed, as a result, after
the first purchase had been made and sampled.
Twenty-nine tooth brushes and thirty-four vials of
powder were sold during a period of two weeks.
An interesting episode took place at this time.
Leonard was very anxious to buy some tooth powder. When his
mother met him after school he insisted that she come back with
him so that he might buy some powder® A little dubious, she
came in and asked what it was all about. Leonard explained.
The author corroborated his explanations and he was given a
cent to buy. His sister in the second grade also asked if
she might not buy some too. John had remained after school
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to do a few helpful tasks. He was immediately delegated to
open store, Leonard and sister Barbara made their purchases.
Mother turned to the author and said, "What good experience !
You might have just given them the powder and that would be all.
But, this way - How much they can learn!"
The very purpose on the part of the author was seen and
appreciated by one with no knowledge of pedagogy.
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
The aim of this study was to discover if the number ex-
periences of first grade children can be utilized to advantage,
to the exclusion of formal arithmetic — that is — through in-
formational units.
All work was based on the experiences of the children
of the class. The units planned and provided by the author
were at all times kept within the realm of child interest. In
our stores we sold nothing which was not suggested by the
children themselves. This was particularly necessary in the
grocery store. Many of the pantry- shelf staples of the
average American family are absolutely unknown to those who
have lived in a foreign atmosphere. Adoption of American food
customs is perhaps the final step in Americanization of immi-
grants and their families.
The toys sold in our toy store were of a type and
price within the experience of every child in the class. The
prices ranged from one to ten cents. Many of the toys were
purchased in the neighborhood variety store after having been
discovered by interested keen children.
The entire arithmetic program was one of joyful child
life. Its usefulness was widely spread. Health education
was afforded opportunity as shown in the cases of the whistles
and horns sold in our toy store, and the ”Drug Store” unit.
Character training played an important part in the
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capacity of honesty* Although actual money was used, and the
store equipment was never locked up, our record for honesty was
perfect. Interest and joy overpowered any inherent temptation
which might have been.
The interest of parents was apparent not only because
of their frequent visits to school, but also because of the
opportunities they were giving their children outside of
school. Much of our "incidental” work developed because of
opportunities provided by parents. Children were sent on er-
rands independently. They were permitted to pay the ice man
when he delivered the ice, or the insurance man when he came
to collect. They were entrusted with the money to pay their
own bills at school, i.e. for milk, (weekly or daily) for
pictures, (pictures are taken once a year).
The interest of the first and second grade children
and teachers in the school was such that we were asked if we
would please invite them to visit us. The visiting children
were enthusiastic and felt that they had missed something.
The teachers felt convinced that the traditional method of
teaching arithmetic must cease. They asked if they might be
given an outline "with a few ideas", that they might try this
type of work next year. It is hoped that this thesis may be
a guide and inspiration to those who are entrusted with the
responsibility of teaching arithmetic to first grade children.
The ease with which the children themselves attacked
their little business problems, the pleasure and satisfaction
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/derived from their ever accurate results, and the interest and
i; enthusiasm with which they went on to each new activity assures
the author that a foundation of understanding and appreciation
' has been laid and results in the conclusion that:
1* By making use of every day activities ample material for a
full worthwhile activity was provided,
2. The informational unit, growing out of the actual experi-
ences of the children does lend itself in reality to the
number interests of first grade children.
i
3, The first grade teacher can lay a foundation of understand-
ing and interpretation of number situations by utilization
of the experiences the children are having and have had.
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